SEMA APPROVED RACK SAFETY INSPECTION

GULF TEST SAFETY CONSULTANCIES is proud to offer independent SEMA Approved Racking Inspections in UAE and other neighboring countries.

Gulf Test racking inspectors are fully certified to SEMA standards and hold the SARI certification for rack inspections, meaning that they are highly experienced and competent to conduct your yearly inspections and to ensure your facilities are kept safe.

Why should SEMA Approved Rack Inspector?

By employing a SARI (SEMA Approved Rack Inspector) you can relax in the knowledge that your racking is being kept to the high standards outlined by SEMA.

We carry out SEMA Inspections on...

- All makes of pallet racking
- Industrial shelving systems

Your SEMA Racking Inspection will include...

- A detailed health report on your pallet racking or shelving system
- Report carried out in line with the latest SEMA Codes of Practice
- Clarification of all damages
- Recommendations and observations of your warehouse operation in relation to storage and good working practices